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2015-09-19

finally a step by step guide to getting your own internet radio station up and running on a shoestring radio free brooklyn co founder tom tenney demystifies the process guiding readers through every phase including 7 important questions to ask yourself before you start finding a streaming host building a studio choosing your broadcasting software creating your own automation protocols building your station's website distributing your content obtaining music licensing marketing and promotion of your radio station

The Tenney Family, Or, the Descendants of Thomas Tenney, of Rowley, Massachusetts, 1638–1890

1891

tommy tenney has a unique gift for leading people into the presence of god in how to pray with passion and power tenney dives deep into the riches of intimate and rewarding conversation and interaction with the almighty this gathering of biblical historical and contemporary prayers inspires and leads the reader into life changing and purposeful communication with god

The Tenney Family

1904

the routledge companion to remix studies comprises contemporary texts by key authors and artists who are active in the emerging field of remix studies as an organic international movement remix culture originated in the popular music culture of the 1970s and has since grown into a rich cultural activity encompassing numerous forms of media the act of recombining pre existing material brings up pressing questions of authenticity reception authorship copyright and the techno politics of media activism this book approaches remix studies from various angles including sections on history aesthetics ethics politics and practice and presents theoretical chapters alongside case studies of remix projects the routledge companion to remix studies is a valuable resource for both researchers and remix practitioners as well as a teaching tool for instructors using remix practices in the classroom

How to Pray with Passion and Power

2010-10

a study of sexual politics in 19th century new england through the life of one woman
The Routledge Companion to Remix Studies

2014-11-27

Parsing the works of the experimental music pioneer Robert Wannamaker's monumental two volume study explores the influential music and ideas of American composer theorist writer performer and educator James Tenney delving into the whole of Tenney's far ranging oeuvre. Wannamaker provides in depth aurally grounded analyses of works linked to the artist's revolutionary theories of musical form timbre and harmonic perception. Volume I contexts and paradigms chronologically surveys Tenney's creative development and output. Wannamaker begins each section with biographical aesthetic and technical context that illuminates a distinct period in Tenney's career. From there he analyzes a small number of pieces that illuminate the concerns, characteristics and techniques that emerged in Tenney's music during that time. Wannamaker supplements the text with musical examples, graphs and diagrams while also drawing on unpublished material and newly available primary sources to flesh out each work and the ideas that shaped it. A landmark in experimental music scholarship, the music of James Tenney is a first of its kind consideration of the experimental music titan and his work.

Doomed Romance

2021

The scholarship devoted to American literary realism has long wrestled with problems of definition. Is realism a genre with a particular form, content and technique? Is it a style with a distinctive artistic arrangement of words, characters and description? Or is it a period usually placed as occurring after the Civil War and concluding somewhere around the onset of World War I? This volume aims to widen the scope of study beyond mere definition. However, by expanding the boundaries of the subject through essays that reconsider and enlarge upon such questions, the Oxford Handbook of American Literary Realism aims to take stock of the scholarly work in the area and map out paths for future directions of study. The handbook offers 35 vibrant and original essays of new interpretations of the artistic and political challenges of representing life. It is the first book to treat the subject topically and thematically in wide scope with essays that draw upon recent scholarship in literary and cultural studies to offer an authoritative and in depth reassessment of major and minor figures and the contexts that shaped their work. Contributors here tease out the workings of a particular concept through a variety of authors and their cultural contexts. A set of essays explores realism's genesis and its connection to previous and subsequent movements. Others examine the inclusiveness of representation, the circulation of texts and the aesthetic representation of science, time, space and the subjects of medicine, the new woman, and the middle class still others trace the connection to other arts, poetry, drama, illustration, painting and film and to pedagogic issues in the teaching of realism. In this volume forges exciting new paths in the study of realism.
realism and writers unending labor to represent life accurately

The Music of James Tenney

2021-12-28

in god's eye view tommy tenney explores how worship lifts us up to see the trouble we face from god's perspective instead of being trapped in an earthly time bound viewpoint the higher we go the smaller our problems seem tenney also teaches the principle of magnification the closer you get to something the bigger it appears in other words worship not only shrinks our problems it also magnifies god in our lives and to others worship doesn't really change our problems it just minimizes their influence over us as we focus on god he doesn't promise to remove all of our circumstances but god does assure us that in his presence and from his perspective we can see things as they really are and not how they appear to be in the book of revelation john was instructed to behold the lion but from an earthly perspective john saw only the lamb the heavenly perspective reveals that the lamb is the lion the babe of bethlehem is the ancient of days and the dragon is really a weakened lizard god's eye view is higher than man's eye view higher than a bird's eye view.

The Oxford Handbook of American Literary Realism

2019-08-01

do you aspire to be a more effective leader who guides your team or organization to higher levels of lasting success would you like to look forward to each day and know that you are having a positive impact on the world around you this is possible for everyone regardless of your title or position in fact serve to be great leadership lessons from a prison a monastery and a boardroom will train you to make this a reality although it's not an easy process it is a worthwhile one by making a shift in your approach to leadership you can become a highly effective leader who enjoys your work and makes the world a better place the shift is simply a matter of gradually becoming more focused on how you can serve others and increase your capacity to do so being an extraordinary leader does not require a mba or phd the reality is that anyone can be a great leader author matt tenney has survived and thrived in situations where most people would have been quickly broken in serve to be great he offers his life experiences and unique insights to help leaders apply the powerful principles of servant leadership servant leaders are not weak or timid motivated by the aspiration to serve they achieve true power by empowering others to achieve excellence this is a practical guide to becoming a leader people want to follow by shifting focus from short term gain to serving others leaders can create great workplace cultures that deliver superior long term results serve to be great is the perfect playbook for realizing the ultimate in personal and business success in keeping with the spirit in which serve to be great
A God's Eye View

2008-07-13

What explains the enduring popularity of white-authored protest fiction about racism in America? How have such books spoken to the racial crises of their time and why do they remain important in our own era? White Writers, Race Matters explores these questions and the controversies they raise by tracking this tradition in American literary history dating back to Uncle Tom's Cabin. The genre includes widely read and taught works such as Huckleberry Finn and To Kill a Mockingbird along with period best sellers now sometimes forgotten. This history also takes us to Hollywood which regularly adapted them into blockbusters that spread their cultural influence further as well as incited debates over their politics. These novels strive to move readers emotionally toward ethical transformation and practical action.

Serve to Be Great

2014-05-05

First published in 1996, this volume includes a collection of essays that were collected after the inspiration of finding positive interactions between African American and Irish writers during the Harlem Renaissance—a time when these two groups were hardly on good terms. The essays look at theories and realities of literary influence that especially affect African American writers.

White Writers, Race Matters

2017-11-22

A god chaser is a person whose passion for God's presence presses him to chase the impossible in hopes that the uncatchable might catch him. A child chases a loving parent until suddenly the strong arms of the father enfold the chaser, the pursuer becomes the captive, the captor. Paul put it this way: I chase after that which apprehended me. Phil 3:12. Job was a god chaser. He said, Oh that I knew where I might find Him! David was one. He said, My soul followeth.
hard after thee paul was one too that i may know him the passionate
paths of god chasers can be traced across the pages of history from
moses the stutterer david the singer and paul the itinerant preacher
to contemporaries like a w tozer leonard ravenhill and countless
others who share one common bond an insatiable hunger to know their
lord these are people whose relentless passionate pursuit of christ
often made them appear foolish in the eyes of others yet having tasted
his goodness and glimpsed the invisible they could be satisfied with
nothing less add your name to the list become a god chaser who know
you might be one whom he catches

Literary Influence and African-American Writers

2015-12-22

for las vegas widow naomi memories of a pennsylvania dutch childhood
are an ache from the distant past a painful memory of abandoned roots
and lost connections she has long since reconciled herself to the
shattered dreams that had enticed her from her heritage and now simply
lives in a tiny apartment thick with loneliness and regret her sole
consolation is her daughter in law ruth but when hard living claims
both of her boys the two women turn naomi s creaky impala eastward in
a desperate last chance bid for hope and meaning thus begins a cross
country odyssey that brings her home to her old farm in lancaster
county and to the values and rhythms of a life once spurned although
the east is foreign territory ruth also finds a home here among the
slow and authentic cadences of pennsylvania farm country and she finds
love

The God Chasers

1999-02-28

this collection brings together work from memory studies and
translation studies to explore the role of interlingual and
intercultural translation for unpacking transcultural memory dynamics
focusing on memories of violent pasts across different literary genres
the book explores the potential of a research agenda that links
narrower definitions of translation with broader notions of transfer
transmission and relocation across temporal and cultural borders
investigating the nuanced theoretical and conceptual dimensions at the
intersection of memory and translation the volume explores memories of
violent pasts legacies of war genocide dictatorship and exile across
different genres and media including testimony autobiography novels
and graphic novels the collection engages in central questions at the
interface of memory studies and translation studies including whether
traumatic historical experiences that resist representation can be
translated what happens when texts that negotiate such memories are
translated into other languages and cultures and what role translation
strategies translators and agents of translations play in memory
across borders the volume will be of particular interest to students
and scholars in translation studies memory studies and comparatistics

bridges to the world a dialogue on the constructivism of knowledge education and truth
The Road Home

2008-10-01

the most comprehensive up to date accurate information on life in bible times available in one volume for the general reader

Translating Memories of Violent Pasts

2023-08-31

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published daily when congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

Nelson's New Illustrated Bible Manners and Customs

1999-05-13

nearly 16 000 entries including 300 new entries and more than 13 000 dvd listings summer blockbusters and independent sleepers masterworks of alfred hitchcock billy wilder and martin scorsese the timeless comedy of the marx brothers and buster keaton animated classics from walt disney and pixar the finest foreign films ever made this 2015 edition covers the modern era from 1965 to the present while including all the great older films you can t afford to miss and those you can from box office smashes to cult classics to forgotten gems to forgettable bombs listed alphabetically and complete with all the essential information you could ask for new nearly 16 000 capsule movie reviews with 300 new entries more than 25 000 dvd and video listings up to date list of mail order and online sources for buying and renting dvds and videos more official motion picture code ratings from g to nc 17 old and new theatrical and video releases rated to bomb exact running times an invaluable guide for recording and for discovering which movies have been edited reviews of little known sleepers foreign films rarities and classics leonard s personal list of must see movies date of release running time director stars mpaa ratings color or black and white concise summary capsule review and four star to bomb rating system precise information on films shot in widescreen format symbols for dvds videos and laserdiscs completely updated index of leading actors

Congressional Record

1876

2023-05-01

tracks the genesis and evolution of twain s reputation as a writer
bridges to the world a dialogue on the constructivism of knowledge education and truth

revealing how and why the writer has been under fire since the advent of his career

Leonard Maltin's 2015 Movie Guide

2014-09-02

for those who know that something is going on the witnesses are legion scattered across the world and dotted through history people who looked up and saw something impossible lighting up the night sky what those objects were where they came from and who or what might be inside them is the subject of fierce debate and equally fierce mockery so that most who glimpsed them came to wish they hadn't most but not everyone among those who know what they've seen and like the toll of a bell that can't be unrung are forever changed by it are a pilot an heiress a journalist and a prisoner of war from the waning days of the 20th century's final great war to the fraught fields of afghanistan to the otherworldly secrets hidden amid nevada's dusty neverlands the truth that is out there will propel each of them into a labyrinth of otherworldly technology and the competing aims of those who might seek to prevent or harness these beings of unfathomable power because as it turns out we are not the only ones who can invent and build and destroy featuring actual events and other truths drawn from sources within the military and intelligence community tom delonge and a j hartley offer a tale at once terrifying fantastical and perhaps all too real though it is of course a work of fiction

Mark Twain Under Fire

2018

racism is resilient duplicitous and endlessly adaptable so it is no surprise that america is again in a period of civil rights activism a significant reason racism endures is because it is structural it's embedded in culture and in institutions one of the places that racism hides and thus perhaps the best place to oppose it is books for young people was the cat in the hat black presents five serious critiques of the history and current state of children's literature tempestuous relationship with both implicit and explicit forms of racism the book fearlessly examines topics both vivid such as the cat in the hat's roots in blackface minstrelsy and more opaque like how the children's book industry can perpetuate structural racism via whitewashed covers even while making efforts to increase diversity rooted in research yet written with a lively crackling touch nel delves into years of literary criticism and recent sociological data in order to show a better way forward though much of what is proposed here could be endlessly argued the knowledge that what we learn in childhood imparts both subtle and explicit lessons about whose lives matter is not debatable the text concludes with a short and stark proposal of actions everyone reader author publisher scholar citizen can take to fight the biases and prejudices that infect children's literature while was the cat in the hat black does not assume it has all the answers to such a deeply systemic problem its audacity should...
bridges to the world a dialogue on the constructivism of knowledge education and truth

stimulate discussion and activism

Sekret Machines Book 1: Chasing Shadows

2016-04-05

before they reinvented the guardians of the galaxy dan abnett and andy lanning transformed the avengers west coast into force works and fueled by the scarlet witch s uncanny hex powers this new team is going proactive but who s in charge wanda or iron man as tragedy strikes one avenger won t live to work with this forceful new group for long with the squad in need of a new powerhouse will the enigmatic century fit the bill collecting force works 1 11 12 13 15 ashcan edition century distant sons 1 material from iron man force works collectors preview

Was the Cat in the Hat Black?

2017-07-10

edwin tenney brewster was an american physicist and popular science writer natural wonders is a partly illustrated book for both adults and children presenting numerous cases of how animals are born

Avengers/Iron Man

2016-05-04

why do some believers experience genuine life changing personal revival while others don t in the god catchers the sequel to the phenomenal the god chasers tommy explains the difference god in a sense plays hide and seek but like a loving parent he always makes sure he can be found by those who take the time to look simply put those who earnestly seek god rather than wait for something to happen find him full of biblical and contemporary accounts of believers who chased god and caught him the god catchers will motivate readers to discover the joy of finding god and having a loving relationship with him

Natural Wonders

2022-05-29

a comprehensive up to date examination of the most important theory concepts methodological approaches and applications in the burgeoning field of judgment and decision making jdm emphasizes the growth of jdm applications with chapters devoted to medical decision making decision making and the law consumer behavior and more addresses controversial topics from multiple perspectives such as choice from description versus choice from experience and contrasts between empirical methodologies employed in behavioral economics and psychology bringing a multi disciplinary group of contributors from across the social sciences including psychology economics marketing finance
The God Catchers

2002-10-06

where we see tragedy god sees possibility few american epics of tragedy intrigue friendship and faith will entertain and challenge the soul like the narrative inspired by the events in the real life of david ring a boy literally born dead who survives with sobering consequences living with the harsh realities of cerebral palsy ring faces impossible odds yet stumbles into an improbable life of inspiration and influence in the small unassuming town of liberty missouri in the 1960s as a teenage boy ring finds himself tragically orphaned and being shuffled about to various homes along this journey he faces secret unspeakable atrocities that eventually plunge him into the depths of depression and attempted suicide but amid the harsh troubles of life he encounters another boy his age named david the son of a local pastor their unlikely friendship begins on the rocks but eventually develops into something extraordinary and unique that alters the trajectory of both of their lives and the whole town of liberty forever

The Wiley Blackwell Handbook of Judgment and Decision Making, 2 Volume Set

2016-02-16

are the thomas references in the gospel of john the thomas compositions and the early thomas traditions in northwestern and southern india purely legendary as biblical scholars have assumed or do they preserve unexamined historical traditions intermittently as the thomas christians in india have believed didymus judas thomas is one of the most misunderstood characters from the beginning of the new testament history and interpretation in this study thomaskutty addresses the following questions whether thomas was merely a doubting thomas or a genuine thomas can we understand thomas comprehensively by bringing the new testament apocrypha and historical traditions together how was thomas connected to eastern christianity and how does the thomas literature support not support this connectivity can we understand the thomas traditions related to judea syria and india with the help of canonical extra canonical and traditio historical documents thomaskutty investigates the development of the thomas literature right from the beginning examining and questioning the approaches and methodologies that have been employed in interpreting these documents and analyzes the thomas literature closely in order to understand the character his mission involvements and the possible implications this may have for understanding early christianity in the east
bridges to the world a dialogue on the constructivism of knowledge education and truth

The Boy Born Dead

2015-10-06

this workbook is designed to lead you on a journey through god s word as events occurred in time your trip begins at god s creation of the world and ends with his revelation to john links to photos and maps are provided to help you navigate your trip with god as he creates the world and establishes his relationship with mankind experience the ups and downs of his relationship with the israelite nation culminating in her division fall and exile see how god restores israel and extends his covenant to all people through the birth death and resurrection of his son jesus learn how early christians and christ s apostles were persecuted but still successfully spread the gospel message travel with paul on his missionary journeys and study his letters to churches and individuals exhorting and encouraging them to keep the faith share in the messages of other letters written by james jude peter the hebrew writer and john finish your journey with god s revelation about christ s return and discover what will happen when time comes to an end from creation to christ s second coming this study will allow god to reveal his word to your open heart and mind in a way like no other

The Teney, Tenney, Tenneyson, Tennison, Tiney, Tinn, Tinne, Tinney, Tinneyon, Tinning, Tinnison, Tinny, (and Some Variations) Family Record Key

1975

comic books have presented fictional and fact based stories of the korean war as it was being fought and afterward comparing these comics with events that inspired them offers a deeper understanding of the comics industry america s forgotten war and the anti comics movement championed by psychiatrist fredric wertham who criticized their brutalization of the imagination comics both newsstand offerings and government propaganda used fictions to justify the unpopular war as necessary and moral this book examines the dramatization of events and issues including the war s origins germ warfare brainwashing cold war espionage the nuclear threat african americans in the military mistreatment of pows and atrocities

Saint Thomas the Apostle: New Testament, Apocrypha, and Historical Traditions

2018-02-22

surfers loathed them teenagers flocked to them critics dismissed them producers banked on them surf and beach movies for a short time in the 1960s they were extremely popular with younger audiences mainly because of the shirtless surfer boys and bikini clad beach girls the musical performers and the wild surfing footage this lavishly
bridges to the world a dialogue on the constructivism of knowledge education and truth

illustrated filmography details 32 sizzling fun in the sun teenage epics from gidget to the beach party movies with frankie and annette to the sweet ride plus a few offshoots in the snow entries include credits plot synopses memorable lines reviews and awards and commentary from such as aron kincaid of the girls on the beach susan hart of the ghost in the invisible bikini peter brown of ride the wild surf chris noel of beach ball and ed garner of beach blanket bingo biographies of actors and leading actresses who made their marks in the genre are included

The Chronological Bible Workbook

2016-07-05

a groundbreaking look at marriage one of the most basic and universal of all human institutions which reveals the emotional physical economic and sexual benefits that marriage brings to individuals and society as a whole the case for marriage is a critically important intervention in the national debate about the future of family based on the authoritative research of family sociologist linda j waite journalist maggie gallagher and a number of other scholars this book s findings dramatically contradict the anti marriage myths that have become the common sense of most americans today a broad consensus holds that marriage is a bad deal for women that divorce is better for children when parents are unhappy and that marriage is essentially a private choice not a public institution waite and gallagher flatly contradict these assumptions arguing instead that by a broad range of indices marriage is actually better for you than being single or divorced physically materially and spiritually they contend that married people live longer have better health earn more money accumulate more wealth feel more fulfillment in their lives enjoy more satisfying sexual relationships and have happier and more successful children than those who remain single cohabit or get divorced the case for marriage combines clearheaded analysis penetrating cultural criticism and practical advice for strengthening the institution of marriage and provides clear essential guidelines for reestablishing marriage as the foundation for a healthy and happy society a compelling defense of a sacred union the case for marriage is well written and well argued empirically rigorous and learned practical and commonsensical william j bennett author of the book of virtues makes the absolutely critical point that marriage has been misrepresented and misunderstood the wall street journal broadwaybooks com

Korean War Comic Books

2021-04-16

does your heart yearn to have an intimate relationship with your lord perhaps you long to draw closer to your heavenly father but you don t know how or where to start the god chasers expanded edition will help you begin a journey that will change your life
Hollywood Surf and Beach Movies

2015-05-07

memorable children’s narratives immerse readers in imaginary worlds that bring them into the story. Some of these places have been constructed in the real world like Pinocchio’s Tuscany or Anne of Green Gables’ Prince Edward Island where visitors relive their favorite childhood tales. Theme parks like Walt Disney World and Harry Potter world use technology to engineer enchanting environments that reconnect visitors with beloved fictional settings and characters in new ways. This collection of new essays explores the imagined places we loved as kids with a focus on the meaning of setting and its power to shape the way we view the world.

The Case for Marriage

2002-03-05

The people who directed, produced, and starred in the scary and fantastic movies of the genre’s heyday over thirty years ago created memorable experiences as well as memorable movies. This McFarland classic brings together over fifty interviews with the directors, producers, actors, and make-up artists of science fiction and horror films of the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s from B movies to classics. Samuel Z. Arkoff to Acquanetta; these veteran vampire baiters, swamp monsters, and flying saucer attackers share their memories. This classic volume represents the union of two previous volumes interviews with B science fiction and horror movie makers more fun than the lovably cheap movies that inspired it. Booklist rbb and Science Fiction Stars and Horror Heroes candid a must. Arba together at last this combined collection of interviews offers a candid and delightful perspective on the movies that still make audiences squeal with fear and occasionally howl with laughter.

Training Talk

2018-07

descriptive data is a valuable source of information in modern society. By utilizing alternative sources of this data, the availability and potential applications of geographic information systems can be increased. Volunteered geographic information and the future of geospatial data is a pivotal reference source for the latest scholarly research on information gathering from volunteers as opposed to official agencies and private companies to compile geospatial data. Highlighting a range of pertinent topics such as regional landscape mapping, road safety, and land usage, this book is ideally designed for researchers, academics, students, professionals, and practitioners interested in the growing area of volunteered geographic information.
God Chasers

2005

the final book of the bible revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions grisly images and numerological predictions according to these empires will fall the beast will be destroyed and christ will rule a new jerusalem with an introduction by will self

Battle Creek Telephone Directories

1988

Army Directory

2022-04-22

Storybook Worlds Made Real

2000

Return of the B Science Fiction and Horror Heroes

2017-03-01

Volunteered Geographic Information and the Future of Geospatial Data

1999-01-01
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